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The Vita 3K Emulator is a PSP emulator for the PlayStation
Vita handheld. There are also unofficial versions of the PS

Vita Emulator created for Windows, Mac, Linux and Linux.
PSP The PSP emulator, PSP.Dev has been available for PC
use since 2011 with full support for the PSP up to firmware

3.41. However, a PS2 emulator is not available yet. PS3
Emulation is impossible with home consoles, as they are

shipped with a specialised hardware to emulates BIOS, battery,
and other things besides the emulator itself. Nintendo Wii
Emulation is supported in Wii version of Virtual Console.

Nintendo never held any patents on Homebrew. Developers
can obtain the necessary files at WiiBrew.org. Emulators can

be found on this Wiki. Nintendo’s consoles have a special
hardware to support the Virtual Boy homebrew. Microsoft

Xbox Emulation is not supported on Microsoft's Xbox.
However, Xbox Live Arcade has been providing emulators for

a few years (the Xbox1 and Xbox2 versions of AlchemiX),
and Microsoft is working on compatibility for the new Xbox
version. However, the only current emulator for the Xbox is
the PS2 emulator, and it has proven difficult to port. This is
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partly due to security issues, especially the copy protection of
the original games. Many of the homecomputers, and small

personal computers (such as the Raspberry Pi) have been able
to run the Xbox homebrew emulator. Linux Development for
the PSP has moved beyond the homebrew scene, into the open
source community. New projects continue to emerge, ranging
from ports of the Vita emulator to classic consoles. The PSP
Emulator has been released under the GPLv3 license. Several

packages of PSP homebrew games can be found in the
Official repositories, and several others in the community
repositories. In 2014, a new project for the PS Vita was

released under the GPLv3 license. The project is a port of the
PSP homebrew emulator, called PSP Emulator. Linux Play-

Asia Editor's Choice Award Honorees 1. PlayStation Portable
Emulator (psp emu) ( 2. [distrowatch.com] Retroarch ( 3.

Lutris ( Game Boy Several projects are available which allow
the PS2 emulator
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